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Dear Friends,

Dear Friends,

As Children’s Literacy Initiative celebrates its 30th year,
I continue to be inspired by its impact. Throughout
our history, we have helped change the lives of over a
million children.

You are likely reading this because you care about
children and equity. You already see the connection
between a child’s ability to read and write and their
future prospects. You recognize that just about
any indicator we might use to gauge the health of
our society, like employment rates, mortality rates,
incarceration rates, has a direct connection to early
literacy rates. My guess is you are already involved
in making a difference, or are seeking a way to do
so. Thank you.

CLI began as a quest to provide Philadelphia children
and teachers with high-quality books, launching the
Children’s Expo Book Fair in 1988. The book fair grew
in popularity and spawned a partnership with former
First Lady Barbara Bush to host a national radio show
where authors and celebrities read from their favorite
children’s books.

In this 30th Anniversary Annual Report, we celebrate
where we have been, where we are going and the
difference we have made. From CLI founder Linda
Katz, a tenacious librarian who refused to see so
many children who could not read without doing
something about it, to Superintendent Roger Leon,
who is reshaping and scaling early literacy support
across Newark, NJ, the pages ahead provide a
snapshot of CLI’s 30 year history.

As CLI evolved over time, the focus turned more
squarely to providing teachers with the materials and
support they need to accelerate the learning of lowincome students and close the early literacy gap.
Providing teachers with an early literacy coach – in
classroom, in the moment support – became central to
CLI’s approach.
I am pleased to say that CLI is now considered a leading
national non-profit, helping to solve one of education’s
most important challenges: ensuring all children can
read and write on grade level. The U.S. Department of
Education recognized CLI’s impact by awarding it three
highly competitive grant awards over the last ten years.
In addition, in 2017, CLI won the Library of Congress’
most prestigious award for making “outstanding and
measurable contributions to increasing literacy levels.”

Our impressive past is prologue to an even more
exciting future. Read about our expansion into
4th and 5th grades, so we can serve the entire
elementary continuum. Learn about the rigorous
third-party evaluation demonstrating that lowincome Pre-K students are achieving 2-3 months
more learning in classrooms supported by CLI
than those that are not. Find out about CLI’s most
recent Federal award, enabling us to develop a
comprehensive Pre-K curriculum in both English
and Spanish.

The awards are nice, but it is the children that matter
most. That’s what drew me to join CLI’s board of
directors. I know that my involvement is a way to
contribute to making the lives of children better. In the
pages that follow, I think you will also be inspired. I invite
you to join me in supporting CLI as it launches into its
next thirty years.

There is so much to share of our thirty years, even
more given our ambitious plans for the future. I think
you will be inspired by the work we do. Let’s make a
difference, together.
Best,

Sincerely,

Continued
Inspiration

David J. Bloom
Chairman, Board of Directors

A History
of Service

Joel Zarrow, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer
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By the
Numbers
School Year 2017-2018

Students
Served

Children’s Literacy Initiative is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization that works with pre-kindergarten through
5th grade teachers to improve instruction so that
children become powerful readers, writers and thinkers.

Favorite book: Esperanza Rising
• “I love it because I love the main
character.”
• “I like to read because I get to
learn new things.”
• “My favorite character is baby
bear from Goldilocks because I
really love bears.”
• “My teacher taught me to use
context clues when I don’t know
what a word is.”
• “Reading is important so I can
get my education.”

• We Coach Teachers one-on-one and in small
groups in the classroom – providing demonstrations
and feedback that help teachers incorporate
effective literacy practices into their daily work with
students.
• We Stock Classrooms with learning materials and
collections of high-quality children’s literature.

By helping educators learn high-impact instructional
strategies and nurturing dynamic professional learning
communities, CLI builds lasting capacity in teachers
and principals over time.
CLI works with district partners to create sustainable
organizational processes that continue the trajectory
of improvement in schools. Building a teacher’s
instructional expertise impacts student learning over
the course of a teacher’s career.
CLI serves teachers and students from across the
country through offices in Broward County, Chicago,
Denver, Houston, Northern New Jersey, and its
Philadelphia headquarters.

We love working with teachers and students across the country. This
year we want to highlight a couple of special students by sharing with
you their favorite books and what reading means to them.

Deneena

Our goal is to close the literacy achievement gap
between disadvantaged children and their more
affluent peers.

• We Provide Workshops & Seminars to build
teachers’ knowledge of literacy content and
pedagogy. We also extend our services with online
professional development resource at LEARN.cli.org.

Student
Spotlight

Educators
Served

Mehki
Favorite book: The Hate U Give
• “I like it because it feels like
real life.”
• “I like reading because I like
learning about the characters.”
• “If I could be any character
I would be Captain America
because he is optimistic, strong
and brave.”
• “One important lesson my
teacher taught me is that the
movie is always different from
the book. So you should read
the book.”
• “Reading is important because it
gives you a lot of information.”
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Student
Impact
Learning to read by third grade is a strong predictor of a
student’s future academic success. Our district partners
have seen major improvements in student achievement.

CLI-served schools doubled the percentage point gain of
third grade students at or above proficiency standards on the
Florida Standards Assessment (FSA) compared to the state.
Figure 1: Percentage Point Increase of 3 rd grade Students Meeting or
Exceeding Grade Level Expectations on FSA

Students benefit from having CLI’s early literacy curriculum, Blueprint, in their
classrooms and CLI-trained teachers. After the first full year of implementation,
children in Philadelphia Pre-K centers with Blueprint and CLI coaches showed the
equivalent of 2-3 months more progress in their pre-literacy skills (as measured by
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, a leading assesment tool) than children in
comparable centers without CLI services.
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Our core belief is in the power of great
teachers involved in great instruction.
Teacher feedback is critical to our
success. 2017-18 survey results showed
that teachers in Denver enjoy working with
CLI and can see the difference we make.
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CLI

CLI-served classrooms saw a ten percentage point drop in
students in the lowest performance tiers, compared to a 2
percentage point drop across the state.

93%

90%

94%

have a good
relationship with
their CLI coach.

CLI coaching had a
positive impact on
their professional
development.

use CLI strategies in
their classroom.

Figure 3: Performance on PSSA ELA assessment over time
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Figure 2: Percentage of 3rd Grade Students Level 1 on FSA
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CLI works extensively in the School
District of Philadelphia (SDP), with CLI’s
embedded coaches providing early literacy
support to K-3 teachers throughout the
District. Since the start of this Early Literacy
Specialist work, SDP schools have seen
a steady increase in the percent of third
grade students meeting or exceeding
proficiency standards on 3rd grade ELA
state assessments (PSSA) and a decrease
in the percent of third grade students in the
lowest proficiency category on PSSA.
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30%

35%
32%
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20%

0%

Proficient or Above

Below Basic

Turning
Points
Over 30 years, many moments
shaped Children’s Literacy
Initiative’s mission and work on
behalf of children.

1984

We began as the hope of a
single librarian in Philadelphia.
Founder, Linda Katz created the
Children’s Expo as a way to get
high-quality books to families
across Philadelphia.

1990

Linda, along with co-founders
Pat Federman and Marcia Moon,
established Rainbow Readers
and Mrs. Bush’s Story Time, a
successful story hour radio show
featuring First Lady Barbara
Bush.
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1988

1990

Each of these early endeavors
shed light on a much larger
issue – teachers were also in dire
need of literacy tools. Educators
attending the Expo expressed
the need for better training on
how to teach reading to their
children, and an equally strong
need for quality classroom book
collections to do this work.
Thus, the Expo transformed into
Children’s Literacy Initiative.
Initially working with Head
Start and childcare centers in
economically disadvantaged
neighborhoods, CLI focused
on bringing high-quality books
into classrooms and providing
teachers with trainings around
best practices for early literacy
instruction.

2001

As demand for our services
continued to grow, we wanted
to ensure that CLI’s approach
created sustainable change in
public education. To address
the needs of our district parners
we expanded our services to
include sustained, one-on-one,
content-focused coaching for
teachers in the classroom.

2008

We launched our Pre-K
curriculum, Blueprint.
The curriculum continues
to be a game-changer for our
organization and for the Pre-K
space. We are transforming
pre-school education by
providing an engaging and
purposeful resource for
classrooms that not only builds
teacher capacity but also sets
young children on the path for
lifelong learning.

2010

2014

We won a 5-year U.S.
Department of Education
Investing in Innovation (i3) grant
which allowed CLI to spread
our impact across the country
and help schools transform their
culture to develop and support
effective literacy instruction
through one-on-one coaching in
Philadelphia, Chicago, Camden,
and Newark.
We developed the Literacy
Education and Resource
Network (LEARN.cli.org) to
provide all teachers with free
access to our knowledge and
resources online. LEARN is an
important tool in accomplishing
CLI’s mission to improve
literacy instruction for all
teachers across the nation.

2016

What Works Clearinghouse
(WWC) determined that our
i3 validation results provide
statistically significant positive
effects for teachers and their
students and meet WWC
standards without reservation.

2017

The Library of Congress
awarded CLI its top honor, the
David M. Rubenstein Prize, in
recognition of CLI’s outstanding
and measurable contributions in
increasing literacy levels and for
demonstrating exceptional and
sustained depth and breadth
in our commitment to the
advancement of literacy.
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DistrictWide
Impact
In 2018, we renewed our
partnership with Newark Public
Schools to radically transform
early literacy in their district. Our
partnership will show what is
possible when low-income schools
have the support necessary to
accelerate literacy achievement.
We sat down with Roger Leon,
Superintendent for Newark Public
Schools, to discuss his view on
CLI, our impact, and his vision for
the future of our partnership.
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When did you first learn about
Children’s Literacy Initiative?
In 1997, I was the principal of Dr.
William H. Horton School, and a
presentation from CLI to the district
compelled me to request to be in the
first cohort of schools involved in this
initiative. The most impressive aspect
of the effort was that CLI coaches were
going to work directly with principals
and school leaders who supervised
teachers in the early grades.
Additionally, the CLI coaches worked
directly with teachers providing
authentic professional development
opportunities that were purposeful
and targeted. Within the first two
years of my administration and
implementation of CLI, student
achievement in literacy began to
soar, and the entire school moved in
a positive academic trajectory.
What was your role in NPS during
CLI’s i3 grant work?
In 2010, I was the Deputy Chief
Academic Officer and the district’s
lead on the i3 grant work. I designed a
team of the district’s very own Master
Teachers in Literacy (some were
former model CLI teachers) to learn,
assist CLI, and help guide the work.
What was your experience like
working with CLI during the i3
grant?
My experience working with CLI
during the i3 grant was incredible.
The content expertise of the CLI
staff, the professional development
provided directly to principals and
school leaders, and the literacy
coaches assigned to teachers and
their classrooms was incomparable.
The grant created a very methodical,
strategic, and logical sequence of
implementation, which enabled us
to intentionally train staff across
the grades with the progression
of students in mind to maximize
exposure and impact of CLI.
What kind of impact did you see
CLI have on Newark’s teachers?
The effect of CLI on Newark’s
schools and teachers was profound.
We have great teachers who work
hard at improving the teaching and

love of reading. CLI provided the
modeling of best practices, identified
model teachers who would be
trained to sharpen their skills, helped
model teachers improve the skills of
their colleagues, trained teachers in
the importance and value of working
collaboratively, and trained school
leaders on how to assist all of their
teachers in the work. CLI was more
than a partnership with the district;
it taught principals, other school
leaders, and teachers that they were
also critical partners with each other
in the work.
What is your vision of CLI’s return
to NPS, and why did you want to
renew our partnership?
The central aspect of CLI’s
philosophy is to provide professional
development to principals, school
leaders who supervise these grade
levels, and to the teachers directly.
The traditional “train-the-trainer”
model has historically not worked very
well for us. However, the one-on-one
with a coach and teacher, and the
one-on-one with a coach and student
with the teacher as the observer in
the classroom is where the work
happens and matters the most. CLI
brings this type of work to our district.
We have model teachers in the district
and leading schools across the
state. The vision is to identify model
teachers, gain traction with previously
trained staff quickly, accelerate the
learning amongst new colleagues,
assist principals and school
leaders, and monitor the program
across schools and grades with full
implementation from age 3 to grade 3.

Finding
Identity
Meet Matthew, a third grade
student in Houston. Matthew has
had his struggles with reading.
But with the help of his teacher,
and her CLI coach, Matthew has
improved, and enjoys reading!

“I might try to
play basketball
or be a scientist
or a teacher.”
- Matthew

Houston, TX

After spending two years in
kindergarten and two years in first
grade, Matthew still entered second
grade as a non-reader. He didn’t
identify as a reader and lacked
confidence, even telling his teacher that
he was stupid and a failure.
Matthew is from a large family. When
asked about his siblings, he said, “I
have two brothers and so many sisters
that I lose count.” His parents aren’t
together and he bounces back and
forth between them. At 10 years old, he
is already an uncle.
His teacher, Mrs. V, set out to build
Matthew’s confidence and give him the
tools he needed to learn – and love – to
read. “Matthew is so bright,” said Mrs.
V. “I knew his reading comprehension
was fine because he was always the
first to raise his hand during read
alouds.” Working with her CLI coach,
they identified the areas where he
needed to focus. “We spent a lot of
time on phonics.”

While Mrs. V focused on building
Matthew’s confidence, his CLI
coach was helping Mrs V. grow her
own confidence as a teacher. As a
first year teacher, her coach helped
her diagnose Matthew’s strengths
and areas for growth, so that
Matthew could experience some
quick successes.
Now a proud third grader, Matthew
reads at a level F. He even has
his own library card and his mom
makes him read two new books
a week. In addition to Geronimo
Stilton and a book on Martin Luther
King Jr., he said, “I just checked out
a Tinkerbell book so that I can read
it to my baby sister.”
Matthew recently starting playing
basketball and loves it. When asked
what he wants to be when he grows
up, he said, “I might try to play
basketball or be a scientist or
a teacher.”
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Meeting
of the
Minds

Council
Partners
The CLI Chicago Community
Council supports CLI’s mission to
ensure kids from any and every
background have the opportunity
to become powerful readers,
writers and thinkers.

The Campaign for Grade Level
Reading’s 2018 Grade Level
Reading Week conference brought
partners, supporters and colleagues
from around the country to
Philadelphia to focus on the work
that’s advancing early learning.

Chicago, IL

Snapshot of the GLR Gratitude Reception Hall sponsored by Comcast and CLI

Philadelphia, PA

A special thank you to the Chicago
Community Council for making 2018 a
fantastic year! Launched in early 2017,
the Council supports CLI’s mission
by raising visibility and resources to
support our work to improve early
literacy instruction and student
reading proficiency rates in high-need
elementary schools across the city.
CLI piloted the Community Council
concept in Chicago, where CLI’s
work is almost 100% philanthropically
funded, to establish a base of local
support and engagement on behalf of
CLI programs. Members of the Council
hail from a variety of backgrounds and
assist staff on the ground in Chicago
in raising CLI’s profile with other
individuals and corporate partners.
In October 2018, the Council hosted
its second annual Raise a Glass for
Reading fundraising event to benefit
CLI’s programming in the Little Village
neighborhood in Chicago. The Council
also assisted in providing teachers
and students with a unique book
collection last year, featuring Chicago-

based authors and historical figures.
A Holiday Book Drive Campaign
run by the Council raised funds to
stock classrooms with read-aloud
collections. CLI is very grateful to the
Chicago Community Council for being
such outstanding ambassadors and
advocates of our work.
CLI is currently launching Community
Councils in our other program cities,
to build and engage additional, local
support and resources for our work.
If you are interested in learning more
about CLI Community Councils, and
how you can get involved on behalf of
the CLI programs in your area, please
contact Jaclyn Stacy at jstacy@cli.org.

CLI CEO, Joel Zarrow, speaking at GLR Gratitude Reception

CLI Regional Executive Director, Jill Valunas, speaking with a
district partner at CLI sponsored event

In July 2018, the Campaign for Grade
Level Reading’s Grade Level Reading
Week conference brought Children’s
Literacy Initiative’s friends, partners,
supporters and colleagues from
around the country to Philadelphia to
focus on the work that’s advancing
early learning, early literacy and early
school success. CLI enjoyed having
so many of its partners, including the
School District of Philadelphia, Denver
Public Schools, and Broward County
Public Schools, gathered together for a
highly productive week of collaborative
learning and reflection.

In addition, CLI was pleased to see
several of our connections honored
as local members of The Campaign
for Grade Level Reading Council of
Champions, including:

The Conference positioned Children’s
Literacy Initiative as a Grade Level
Reading “Bright Spot,” providing CEO
Joel Zarrow an opportunity to speak with
a national gathering of practitioners and
funders about the critical importance of
their work to close the nation’s reading
achievement gaps. The Campaign for
Grade Level Reading recognized as 2017
Pacesetter communities two key markets
in which CLI works: Broward County
and Philadelphia.

• Cindy Arenberg-Seltzer, president
and CEO, Children’s Services
Council of Broward County, the
lead agency of Broward Reads,
• Lori Canning, Ed.D., Executive
Director of Broward County Public
Schools Early Learning Language
Acquisition,
• Beam Furr, Mayor of Broward
County,
• Dr. William Hite, Superintendent of
the School District of Philadelphia,
and
• Siobhan Reardon, president and
director of the Free Library of
Philadelphia.
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Meet
Miss
Stacy
Stacy Dougherty, a kindergarten
teacher at Clara Barton
Elementary in Philadelphia, shares
her experience working with
us, the impact it has had on her
students, and her professional
development.

Philadelphia, PA

As a child, what inspired you to
become a teacher?
My parents were teachers, so
maybe it’s genetic. I would pretend
to be sick, so I could go to school
with my mom. But it was in my
mom’s classroom that I decided I
was meant to teach. I decided to
set up a student desk with “Miss
Stacy” on it. I loved drawing happy
faces with the teacher’s red pen.
I loved going there. Also, my firstgrade teacher was magical, and I
wanted to be a part of that magic.
Now, I can genuinely say that my
classroom is my happy place, and
I look forward to ever y day I get to
spend there with my students.
What was your teaching philosophy
when you first started?
My philosophy of education was
based on what I knew and had
experienced at that point in my
career, which wasn’t much. I
wanted to save the world. I tried to
help my students become lifelong
learners, and I wanted to inspire
them. I had no idea how I was going
to make that happen, but I guessed
I would figure that out later.
Is your philosophy the same? Has
CLI had any influence on your
philosophy?
I think it’s changed quite a bit and
a large part of that is because of
CLI. Now, I want to build good
relationships with my students
based on mutual respect and trust
and how that sets the tone for a
classroom community.
I want to provide them with the
tools to be successful in an
information literate society. I want
to allow them the freedom to
express themselves and room to
grow as human beings and learners
while setting appropriate limits.
I want to create a welcoming, safe
classroom atmosphere that is
accessible to all students and that
celebrates their diversity. I want to
share my enthusiasm and passion
for learning with my students each
day. Finally, I want to be dedicated
to lifelong learning and a desire
to make contributions to my team
of colleagues and the field of
education.

When did you first hear of CLI? And
what were your first reactions to
understanding you were going to be
coached?
I had heard of this magical place
that helped teachers become better
teachers early in my teaching career.
CLI had done some coaching work
in my school before I taught there. I
then heard that they wanted to come
back and do more coaching and
even find specific teachers to receive
additional coaching. I remember
that day like it was yesterday! All of
the kindergarten teachers would be
visited, and then they would select
the teacher that would receive the
training. I told myself that I would not
be disappointed if I wasn’t selected,
but I knew I would be devastated.
When they selected me I started to
cry. They gave me a business card
with the dates of the training, and I
still have it to this day.
How different were your initial
thoughts of CLI and your
perspective once you began to work
with CLI?
I thought that CLI was going to
come in and change my teaching. I
didn’t realize how much work was
involved and the research behind
it. I was up for the challenge and
so excited to make meaningful
changes to my teaching. The best
part was that when I wondered
“why? ” there was always a reason !
My coaches made sure that I
was part of ever y decision about
student learning and that helped me
grow in so many ways !
Do you enjoy working with a CLI
coach? How was CLI different from
any other professional development
you’ve had?
I LOVE working with the CLI
coaches ! I have learned so much,
and they have been so supportive.
Through content-focused coaching,
I was able to understand the
content of what I am teaching.
Understanding what is to be
prepared first often has led me
to modif y how the lesson will be
taught. The CLI coaches want you
to succeed. The coaches were
always supportive and willing to
help in any way they could. I always
continued on page 14 >>

left the sessions excited for the next
steps and counting the days until we
met again. Teachers must be provided
with and understand the theor y
supporting a strategy.
My coach and I were able to reflect on
the children’s learning, consider the
effectiveness of the lesson, and plan
for the goals of future lessons.
How would you say CLI has influenced
your teaching?
Honestly, I am the teacher I am today
BECAUSE of CLI. CLI gave me the
confidence to trust my instincts and
do what is best for the learners in
my classroom. Also, having a coach
helped influence my teaching. If I was
not sure about something, or just
needed a sounding board, my coach
was there to help me through. Usually,
you are told what your needs are, but
I was able to do a lot of self-reflection,
along with my coach, and decide what
I needed to do to become a better
teacher. That ownership was crucial
and having the support of coaches
was invaluable.

What would you say is the most
essential aspect of CLI’s coaching
model?
I think that the most critical aspect
is the relationships that are built.
My coach and other professional
developers are some of the most
passionate people I have ever
met. They are excited about the
content they are supporting, but
also passionate about my success
as an educator. This is important to
me as I felt we were partners in this
collaborative work.
Have you seen your work with CLI
translate to student impact? If so,
how?
Absolutely! I became a happier, more
confident teacher. I began to see
that my kids were happier too, and
they became more confident. I was
learning new things, and the kids saw
that. I think it helps connect us and
shows them that I will do ever ything I
can for them !
What does your relationship with your
coach feel like? (Current or former coach)
They have become some of the most
trusted people in my life. I send them

Mother’s Day texts because they have
mothered me through this journey.
One coach helped me go through
the National Board Certification
for teachers. She answered many
panicked middle of the night phone
calls, proofread entries and held my
hand on score release day. I hope to
one day be that for other teachers as
they have been to me !
You get to have coaching time devoted
to the needs of you and your students.
You get personalized professional
development that is determined by
you and your coach that is specific
just for you ! Your coach will help you
set strategies to work on and goals
to accomplish. This type of coaching
is so invaluable as you can set goals
based on your readiness, interest,
or learning styles, coupled with the
readiness, interest, learning needs,
and learning styles of your children !
Enjoy ever y moment and take it all in !
Ask questions, and prepare to feel
supported !
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Steadfast
Partner
For more than a decade, the Allen H.
and Selma W. Berkman Charitable
Trust has invested in CLI to improve
teacher and student success.
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Children’s Literacy Initiative is grateful for the commitment of the Allen
H. and Selma W. Berkman Charitable Trust. Since 2008, the Trust’s
support has impacted the academic success of thousands of at-risk
students across the country.
From investing in elementary schools in Philadelphia to supporting our
strategic planning process and the codification of our Pre-K services,
the Trust has been an invaluable partner in Children’s Literacy Initiative’s
evolution and ability to grow with impact.

“The Allen H. and Selma W. Berkman
Charitable Trust is a steadfast
partner in the success of CLI. Over
the last decade, CLI has more than
doubled the number of teachers and
students we serve, while continuing
to demonstrate positive outcomes
in teacher practice and student
achievement. Intentional, impactful
growth is only possible when we have
generous and committed partners like
the Trust.” – Joel Zarrow, CLI CEO

Looking
Forward
Our charge is simple – deepen our
impact; expand our impact. Today,
we support teachers reaching about
70,000 children. By 2020, we will
increase that by 36% and reach
110,000 children in a single year. Our
results are strong, but there is still
plenty of ground to take. Here we
describe several priority areas that
will help CLI continue to get better,
while impacting more children.

Invest in Innovation (i3): In 2016,
CLI was the highest-rated applicant
for the U.S. Department of Education
Scale-Up award that brought our
work to Denver (CO), Houston (TX),
Broward County (FL) and Elizabeth
(NJ). The award provided seed
funding and we are seeing the seeds
begin to grow. Building on strong
results in each of these districts, we
are expanding our services with local
district and philanthropic funding.
In Elizabeth, for example, we have
expanded services into an additional
six schools, as well as Pre-K. We
have increased our work in Houston
and Denver and are in the midst of
expansion discussions in Broward.
Demonstrating impact and value
while cultivating strong working
relationships is the surest path to
impacting more and more students.
CLI’s Comprehensive Pre-K
Curriculum - Blueprint: CLI was
awarded a prestigious five-year
federal grant to develop, implement
and evaluate the effectiveness of a
comprehensive Pre-K curriculum
in English and Spanish. This work
builds on CLI’s success in Pre-K:
evaluation firm Research for Action
found that in low-income classrooms
served by CLI, children attained 2-3
months more learning in critical early
literacy skills than in comparable
classrooms without CLI services.
One tremendous advantage of the
federal award is that it enables Pre-K

teachers to try out components of
the curriculum and give feedback
during the development phase,
ensuring we create exactly what they
need to help their children succeed.
Expanding CLI’s Online Learning
Capabilities: Over the next
three years, CLI is building out its
collection of professionally produced
early literacy demonstration videos.
CLI’s collection will provide educators
with on-demand access to videos
to help improve teaching. In person,
one-on-one coaching will remain
central to CLI’s approach; however,
the online learning opportunities
we are creating will accelerate the
progress of teacher instructional
improvement.
Building CLI’s Digital Infrastructure:
It takes an efficient and agile
organization to provide costeffective services and move the
needle on student learning. Investing
in improvements in back office
systems, such as Salesforce and
financial software, is essential when
striving to be the most effective
organization in the field. Over the
next three years, we will have a
database architecture and linked
operational systems that will set
the standard for any non-profit
organization.
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Board of
Directors
Name

Board Title

David J. Bloom

Chairman

Gerald Mosely

Vice-Chairman

2017-2018

Financial
Summary
Position

Employer

Managing Director

Wilmington Trust Company

President

CP&P Development, LLC

Victoria Raivitch

Treasurer

Principal

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP

Susan B. Smith

Secretary

Retired Executive Director

Devereux’s Kanner Center

Christine S. Beck

Child Advocate

Richard Berkman

Of Council

Dechert LLP

John Bonow

CEO

Public Financial Management

A. Bruce Crawley

President

Millennium 3 Management Inc.

Philip Cowen

Managing Director Investments

Wells Fargo Advisors

Nelson Flores

Assistant Professor

University of Pennsylvania

Bonnie Greenberg

Retired Educator

Mary Klein

Retired Educator

Elizabeth Pilacik

Director, Non-profit Services

BDO USA, LLP

Jonathan Risch

CEO

DPIS Builder Services

Adam Spector

Managing Partner

Brandywine Global
Investment Management, LLC

Kate Wilson

Vice President of
Brand Marketing

First Aid Shot Therapy

Joel Zarrow

CEO

Children’s Literacy Initiative

With only 13% of expenses
going to administration and
fundraising costs, 87% of all
expenses were dedicated solely
to CLI programming.

Revenue

Children’s Literacy Initiative’s sound fiscal
management practices and commitment to
accountability and transparency have earned it a Gold
Participant rating from GuideStar, the world’s largest
source for information on non-profit organizations.

Expenses

In addition, the University of Pennsylvania’s Center
for High-Impact Philanthropy identified CLI as an
organization where charitable dollars can do the most
good. Their evaluation is based on four key strengths:
• CLI results are externally evaluated.
• CLI programs are evidence based.
• CLI’s approach is cost effective.
• CLI leverages public investments already made by
increasing the productivity of existing teachers.

Private Philanthropy

$2,655,099

Government

$5,664,977

School District Contracts
Investment Income
Total Revenue

Program

$16,277,779
$120,204
$24,696,059

$21,737,800

Administrative

$1,996,853

Fundraising

$1,368,402

Total Expenses
Change In Net Assets
Total Ending Net Assets

$25,103,055
($406,996)
$7,073,330

*This anticipated change in net assets was due in part to recognizing
significant philanthropic gifts in FY17 that were released from
restriction and used in FY18.

Revenue*
$24,696,059

Private Philanthropy
Government
School District Contracts
Investment Income

Expenses
$25,103,055

Program
Administrative
Fundraising
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Donor
List

Locust Street Associates
GP, LLC
The Pew Charitable Trusts*
Polk Bros. Foundation
The Selander Foundation

We are honored to
recognize the following
individuals and institutions
for their generosity. Their
support helps create
positive, lasting change for
teachers and students in
under-resourced schools
across the country.

$25,000 to $49,999
The A.D. Henderson
Foundation
The Brook J. Lenfest
Foundation
The Capital Group Companies
Charitable Foundation
Bonnie & Lon Greenberg
Phillips 66
The PNC Foundation
The Powell Foundation
The Snider Foundation
Wells Fargo Bank

Over $1,000,000
U.S. Department of Education*

$10,000 to $24,999

$500,000 to $999,999
Anonymous
Denver Public Schools
Foundation*
Steans Family Foundation
The William Penn Foundation*

Anonymous
S. Albert Fund of The
Philadelphia Foundation
Chicago Tribune CharitiesHoliday Campaign, a
McCormick Foundation Fund
The Donley Foundation
Mark & Lori Fife

Special
Letters
We are honored to work with
so many young learners across
the country and to include our
exceptionally dedicated partners –
from donors to school and district
leaders, from teachers to our
board of directors – as members of
our organization. These letters are
for all of us.

$100,000 to $499,999
The Cornerstone Foundation,
Kate and Brad Vogt
Drexel University*
Library of Congress
$50,000 to $99,999
Anonymous
Allen H. and Selma W.
Berkman Charitable Trust
Broward Education Foundation
Children First Fund
Children’s Services Council of
Broward County
Daniels Fund*
The Governor’s Woods
Foundation
Hamilton Family Charitable
Trust
Sharon & Joel Koppelman

Richard Gluck
Jeanne & Dov Haselkorn
The Christian R. and Mary F.
Lindback Foundation
M&T Charitable Foundation
Macy’s Corporate Giving
The Provident Bank
Foundation
The REAM Foundation
The Lawrence J. and Anne
Rubenstein Charitable
Foundation
The John Ben Snow
Memorial Trust
The Sun Sentinel Children’s
Fund
Teva Pharmaceuticals
The Thomas Skelton Harrison
Foundation

United Way of Broward County
United Way of Greater
Philadelphia and Southern
New Jersey
Vertex Inc.
Harold L. Yoh III
$1,000 to $9,999
Anonymous
Stephen Baillio
Christine & Leif Beck
The Beneficial Foundation
Benevity Community Impact
Fund
Jennifer & David Bloom
John Bonow
Bryn Mawr Trust Company
William & Sylvia Cohen
Philip E. Cowen & Sarah Corle
Linda M. Crosby
Dolfinger-McMahon
Foundation
David Dunn
Eden Charitable Foundation
Facebook
Foley & Lardner LLP
Geckoshare
Cory Haines
George and Mary Josephine
Hamman Foundation
The Law Office of Bruce G.
Green for Atlas Leasing
Shelley & Steven Harris
Hartman Family Foundation
Hillel at the University of
Pennsylvania / Glass Jar
Fellows
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
C. Eugene Ireland Foundation
Julie & Richard Jaffe
William T. Josem
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Mary & Justin Klein
Lamb Financial Group
Ashton Lattimore
Gerald H. Mosely
Claire Mueller
Network for Good
Nubro, Inc. / Brodart

Megan & Edmund Pantuliano
Publix Super Markets, Inc.
Alisha & Jonathan Risch
Jason Rush
Caroline J. Sanders Charitable
Trust II
Stephan Schenk
Susan & Tom Smith
Adam & Sylvia Spector
Claire M. Steinberg
Harriet Stone
TisBest Philanthropy
B & N Trugman Charitable
Trust
United Way of Greater Portland
Univest Corporation of
Pennsylvania
UPMC Health Benefits
Wells Fargo Advisors
$500 to $999
Anonymous Fund of The
Philadelphia Foundation
Apple, Inc.
Atalanta
Michael Banach
Carol Beam
Sarah & Robert Boser
Mr. and Mrs. James Buck, III
Bull Printing Wraps and
Graphics
Michael Criss
John Croll
Joni & Mark Croll
Lisa Davidson
Virginia Diamond
Dietz and Watson
Exelon Corporation Employee
Giving/Match Program
Michelle Fassell
Donna Feigenbaum
Keith E. Fredrickson
Glenmede Trust Company
Sara Hertz
Hilton Garden Inn
Joshua Krieger
McKinsey & Company
Belinda Morgan
Cathy Ostaszewski
Elizabeth F. Pilacik
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RMHauser Family Fund
Sandra & James St. George
Debra Taylor
Lori Taylor
Thomson Reuters My
Community Program
United States District Court Eastern District of PA
Jacqueline & Timothy Woolley
Joel A. Zarrow & Helen Nadel

Google, Inc.

$100 to $499
Beryl Abrams
Ascensus
Sheryl Atkinson
Susan Bailey
Sandra Barr
Linda Becker
Myles Berman
Mary Bieter
Jeffrey Birenbaum
Peter & Marcia Bloom
Dennis Bonanni
Elliot Borkson
Elayna Browne
Robert Bulleit
Jack Campise
Joanna & Brian Carp
Christine Mary Cayer
Jane Chen
Kristin Chinnici
Beverly Collins
Catherine F. Coyle & Jeffrey T.
Thomsen
Christie Crawford
Lawrence Cryer
Andrew D’Agostino
Brian DeGeorge
Jeffrey Dwoskin
Stephen Ellis
Sarah Ewing
Frank Fagundus
Michael Fioravanti
Jan Fitzsimmons
Jaymi & Joseph Formaggio
Kathleen Fox
Andrea & Mark Friedlander
Jonathan Frieze
Gayle Fuqua
Patricia Gandolfo
Phillip Goldberg

Larry Hunt

Tonia Graham
Frank Grossman
The Mary and Alvin Gutman
Fund
Roger Guttentag
Joseph Haymore
Paul Higgins
Barry Horwitz
Kate Hovde
Margaret Hunt
IMC Foundation
Nicholas Jenkins
Brian Katulis
Christina Kelerchian
Kenneth Klein
Nancy Kleinberg
Deborah Kmetzo
The Jess and Rose Kortz and
Pearle Rae Foundation
Deborah Kreamer
Jeff & Agnes Landau
Anne Lang
John Loewenstein
Paige Lommerin
Sarah Lurie
David Majors
Laurie & Gregory Matthews
Robert & Anne McAlaine
Ryan McCrystal
Doug McCullough
Kelly McMurtry
Anne Mitchell
MJF Services LLC
Emily & Meredith Morgan
Bob Moul
Jarrett Moyer
Laura Muha
Megan C. Murphy
Philip J. Murray
Virginia Nadel
Jeff Nathan
Eric Noble
Joe Norton
Brian Nussbaum
Thomas W. O’Connell & Abbi
L. Cohen
Jeremy Oreper

Theresa & Vladimir Ormond
Jacqueline & Thomas Peck
Kathy L. Peiss & Peter A.
Agree
Tom Petri
Pfizer Foundation Matching
Gifts Program
John H. Ray
Alessandro Reale
Wendy C. Reed
Timothy Reynolds
Jamal Rorie
Katherina Rosqueta
Julia A. & David Rusenko
Cathleen Sampson
Corinne P. Sampson
Jean Sanderlin
Eric Schlager
Robert Schlager
Jordan D. Segall
Elgie Sims
Elizabeth Sklarsky
George & Janet Smith
Holly Snow & Christopher Allen
Benjamin Stahl
Anne Standley
Debra S. Stark
Susan & Bill Termini
Christy Wang & Sterling West
Ellen Wheeler
Meghan Wherrity
YourCause, LLC
Zaina Zainal
Stefan C. Zajic Ph.D.
Brad Zelinger
ZPR Family Foundation, Inc.
Less than $99
Rebecca Abboud
Stephanie & Chris Adamo
Michelle Adams
Claire Allen
Frederick D. Allen Jr.
Joe Alm
Brian F. Ambrose
Emily Applequist
Natalia Barrera
Christine Bass
Julia Batdorf
Mary Bauer
Shawn Bearden

William & Judith Beckman
Mari Beckner
Mona Berman
Gloria Bermudez
Karnit Biran
Becky Birdwell
Kelly Blair
Jill Blonski
Marc & Deborah Brecher
Tina Briscoe
Angela C. Buratto
Hunter Burke
Dana Butler
Steven Cade
Jory Canfield
Teresa Caponiti
Tree Caridi
Karye Cattrell
Andrea Cernaz
Louis Chang
David Chavez
Sean Chen
Kallista Cheung
Anthony Ciavarelli
Sara Cohen
Rita & Robert Cook
Aaron & Amanda Cooley
Paula D’Anello
Becky Dare
Julie A. Davis
Sarah Davison
Adam DeFord
Dana Diamondstein
Chanon DiCarlo
Robert Dintino
Peter Dion
Jeff Dobrinsky
Monique Dockery
Lauren Donder
Ryan Donn
Stephanie Doyle
Rebecca Dragojlovich
Linda Dunlavy
Ray Edwards
Anita Erkmanis
Greg Ewing
Erica Ezold
Amy Fatall
Deb Fife
Sarah Fishman
Angie Kuhlmann Flegel

Nelson L. Flores
Jamie Friedlander
Rhona Fromm
Tiffany Garibay
Kenny Garica
Chad Gerth
Mary Giampietro
Trevor Gillen
Jeanne Gills
Randi Glass
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Matching Gift Program
Michelle Golliday
Emily Gradia
Meredith Gross
Pamela L. Grossman
Erin Gumbiner
Jeanne Haden
Susan Hagen
Carol Haisch
Jeff Hall
Amy Hanson
Jamie & Russell Hardin
Barbara Harris
David & Paula Harris
Brian Harrison
Steve Haydu
Gary Henderson
Jared Higgins
Natalie Hodge
Michael Hutt & Amy Korobow
Molly Hutt
Alexandra & Zachary Inman
Michal Jacobs
Cathy Jarl
James Jeter
Marie Johnson
Lindsay Joly
Carolyn Jones
Fannetta Jones
Jamie Jordan
Katherine Lewis
Alexander Kahn
Lana Kelejian
Tiffany Kibble
James Kilborn
Larisa Kins
Anne & Robert Klein
Lori Klose
John Kolbinski
Cynthia Koller

Ellen & Frederick Kramer
Marla Laguardia
Ed Lampitt
Jordan Landau
Jordan Lanfair
Robert Latta
Trevor Leh
Barry Letts
Heidi Leventhal
Elizabeth Lewis
Michael LeWitt
Carol Lilly
Breanne Liscinsky
John Litchfield
Carlos Lowenstein
Andrea Luke
Marvin Luz
Kirsten MacDougall
Denise Makowski
Dinah Malloy
Nancy Martell
Kathy Massimo
Phil Masters
BeLinda Mathie
Andrew McClain
Carolyn McClendon
Karen McCormick
Tracy McDonald
Carson McGarrity
Bernadette McGarry
Margaret McGregor
Tanya Mellen
Stanley & Donna Melusky
James Mendelsohn
Mary & Mark Merlini
Traci Metcalf
Cindy & Randy Methven
Daniel Mihalov
Melissa Milstead
Tiffany Mitchell
Anakin Morris
Ann Mueller
Karen Mueller
Alisha Neumaier
Thomas Nolan
Jody Anne Northrop
Gunther Nugent
Sandra O’Donnell
Erica-Anne Okamura
Omni Cable Foundation
Mark Onak

Stephen Page
Stephen Pellegrino
Joe Pellerite
Matisse Peppet
Jenny Perez
Anne Perry
Michael D. Pesca
Lars Peterson
Susan Poll Klaessy
Nancy Powell
David Proch
Scheherbano Rafay
Elizabeth Raposa
Razoo Foundation
Amanda Redmond
Michelle Revelle
Caroline Riordan
Susan Rogers
Dina Rosenberg
Jerome & Susan Rosenfeld
Andrea Rowe
Alison Ryan
Maria Ryan
Sarah Ryan
Meghan Sage
Leah Sallen
Emily Sandercock
Stephen Scali
Robert & Judith Schachner
Joy Schmidt
Zaldwaynaka & Robert Scott
Mark & Zipporah Segal
Katherine Shank
John Sharp & Liba Shacht
Stephanie Sheffield
Kevin & Nicole Sherbin
Michelle Shirk
Donna L. Sicola
Serge & Vanesa Sicouri
Heidi Simpson
William Stanger
Richard Stannard
Alan Steinberg
Mark Steiner
Jackie Stojak
Marsha Suber
Mary Pat Sullivan
Tracy Taylor
Kyra Termini
Sarah Theodore
Cheryl Thrailkill

Jessica Tretter
Marco Vaca
Dara Van Naarden
Van Vinikow
Jan Wallace
Irene Watson & Norman
DuPuis
Terri Watson
Sarah Webb
Beth Wendler
Kathleen Wherrity
Natalie White
Michelle Williams
Leslie Wolfe
Christopher Wozniak
Katie Wymer
Elizabeth Yarberry
William Young

*Indicates donors who have
generously made multi-year
gifts to Children’s Literacy
Initiative, allowing us to better
plan for the future.
A Special Thank You to all
donors who helped schools
restock libraries, teachers
restock classrooms, and
students cope with trauma
through the Healing Hearts
Book Collections in Houston
and Broward County after the
devastating hurricanes of 2018.
CLI is grateful to its Chicago
Community Council
members for helping raise
critical resources to support
the Chicago program through
the Raise a Glass for Reading
event and Holiday Book Drive.
To learn more about CLI’s
local Community Councils,
please contact Jaclyn Stacy at
jstacy@cli.org.

Children’s Literacy Initiative
990 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123
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